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This report covers progress on NASA Grant NSG--2010 during the period 	 .,;..^
^: 1
^^`,	 September' 1, 1975 to February 29, 1.976, The coding of our 3-D upper atma--	 ^'^`'r
:^.
jspheric model for the ILIAC computer at NASA Ames Research Center is now 	 `{:^-
;:
E'	 nearing co^:pletion. Dr. Alyea presented a paper on the 3--D model at the	 ^`...f
,:: .^^;)
'"	 Australian Conference on Climate and Climatic change held an December 7^-
	 ^:#'..
Y:
11, 1975. Dr. Prinn attended the Space Shuttle Environmental Workshop on 	 ;:^'-.
Stratospheric Effects in Houston, Texas on March 24-25, 1976 and reviewed	 "^'-`^^.
oux progress on modelling the ozone perturbations resulting from the Shuttle
booster exhaust. Mr. Cary Moore, a graduate student, has been studying
a time-dependent version of our 2-D m^^del and is also investigating the
sulfur cycle in the stratosphere. Drs Alyea, Cunnold and Prinn have recently
been emphasizing the significant role of meteorology in influencing strato-
spheric composition measurements and in this regard Dr. Prinn presented a
paper on this subject to the NASA Stratospheric Advisory Committee on Dec.
17, 1975 at NASA Goddard Space Flight Genter. This gaper will shortly appear 	 `,^;.;.
,;,
in the Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society. 	 '^ '
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^.. Introduction
We will. discuss significant progress . over the sax-month pe^iad covered
Tiy this report ender 3 main catagoraes: 'the 3 -D model zaith full chemistry 	
r
and its coding fnr the ILIAC IV, the impact of meteorology on measurement
programs 'and measurement interpretation, and final^.y further iaorlc utilizing 	 {
our 2 b model.
2. 3 D Chemical Dynamical Model
With the help of .a full time programmer, the present 3-p model Ctr^.th
abbreviated chemistry) is being. coded for tl^e ILIAC IV computer and
this arduous task is now nearing completion. j+Te continue to use oi^r CDI
Teletext Ip30 teru^ina7, to aid this process, In the near future we should
be ready to run a sample test version of the full. dynamical ptagram. The
chemistry i.rt the ILIAC N version of nur model wi^.l contain about 4^0 chemical
reactions including those involving formation and removal of chlorine
nitrate (C1dNp2). Our present full time programmer, M. 13atash, will probably
be replaced sometime this summer with a full time research scientist. We
should have most of the programming complete by that time and be ready to
run scientific experiments. We are presently considering suitable candidates
with a good background :in spectral modelling.
Dr. Axyea presented a paper an same of our 3 D modelling work at the
"Australian Conference on Climate and Cl^.matic Change" held. in Clayton,
Victoria, Australia on December 7-11, 1975,, A copy of the paper entitled..
"Si.mulataon. experiments on the climate of the .stratosphere and stratospheric
ozone distributions under natural and man-made canditians" is appended to
this report CAPPendix I}.
_r.
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Dr: Prinn attended tYie ".Space Shuttle Envi.romental Workshop .on Strato-
spheric Effects" held at the-NASA 3ahnson Space Centex an,March 24-25, ].976.
He gave a brief review there of our plans .for simulating the ozone deple--
'`{	 .. tions.resulting from the booster exhaust products.	 Some preliminary runs
,t
^^^
^:
of our 2 D model. have been made and relevant results. will appear in the
workshop report.	 We do not have any de`'iriite numbers to report at this
^:
..time and indeed. tae feel our best estimates will. be made only after we have '^
in _operation the ILIAC version . of our 3-D model faith full chemistry.
3.	 Stratospheric Dynamics-and Stratospheric Measurements
^a
{
:^
-	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 -	 --. 3
^
We have been particularly concerned over the past year with the problem
4 yyj
^,
posed by dynamically induced stratospheric variability and i^:s influence on
the .planning and interpretation of measurements for minor constituents.
D.r. Prinn. presented a paper qn this subject of the NA5A Stratospheric Advi--
nary Committee Meeting held at the NASA Goddard Space k`1.ight :Center on.l2jUj75.
This paper entitled "The impact of stratospheric variability on measurement ^
9
programs-for minor constituents" is appended 	 to this report (Appendix II).
It has been accep.ted^for publication in the Bulletin of the American Meteoro-- "	 ^
'^.	 `.	 ^ K	 -_ ^	 _Y	 !a_^!_i__	 ^ _1 —_!'t '1	 _ —__^^	 r_	 yL _ 	 T__—_ 	 'E A •7L	 !____^	 TTY 	L'__'S	 a.'[.. _'^	 .. .^	 ^.	 .1
rw..	 _ s _^-,rrG., ...^.	 -- ..
correct interpretation of stratospheri
entail. - careful use of 3-D modelling re
data fox' the observing sites. We also
their abservat3ans in a much more mean
We are presently studying' a few exampl
measurements in - order to xl.lustrate th
minor constituent measurements will
alts and the known meteorological
y9
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eel that observers should .coordinate
ig€ul manner than presently ex•'sts.
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4.	 2-D Chemica]. Model ^	 ;
..	
_
Mr. Gar
	
Moore
	 a . rad`aate student	 has.recentlY	 a	 g	 ^	 y.completed.a st,idy of
^'
;;
^
the effect of can^tinuous time	 of. txa-nsport parametees in 2--D models., updating
He has written a detailed. report entitled "A partial repart on. the ti,^e
'
updating modifications made on the 2 D S^Cratospheri.c inode^., 2AM4" which wl3.
^
}	 ##
'^F
a
provide us i^ith a useful reference for future use of .this modelling approach.
Mr. Moore has also been studying: the. cycle of sulfur.. in tt^e atmasphe^-e ^a^th
particular emphasis on.the production o^ stratospheric HZSO^ from the COS
^>	 ..
.	 and 502 deri'cred from fossil fuel combustion.
	
He intends. to ultimately model '
^^
^
the stratospheric sulfuric acid layer util^.z^.ng our 2--I1 model but adding
in . the sulfur chemistry and modelling the important tropospheric removal '
I^}
mechanisms (ra.inout, washout, etc.) in some detail.
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_	 The scales of temporal and spatial variations in stratospheric minor 	 ^ "
species concent?-ation.s and dynamical quantities axe briefly reviewed. De^-
spite the fact that the stratosphere is often considaxed as a very quies- 	 'i^
'	 cant region of the atmospheres it exhihits transient and generally unpre-	 t,.
;:
dictable episodes of intense activity. The resultant necessity for same 	 't ^^
.degree of coordination between different observers in their choice o^ }^
locations and times for. measurements of minor canstituents.is emphas^.zed.	 '^.
^.
We provide the specific suggestion of oae or more short "International 	 ^^^
^; :^
Stratospheric Periods" whose duration will depend upon the time of year. 	 j.^,
During these short periods as many observers as possible would parfoxgx an	 .';
;.}
_^
integrated series of observations designed to optimize the usefu^.ne5s^of 	 ^
a
their data to atmospheric scientists. 	 '
. _	
_^-
,,	 ^	 ..
.'Ln^gly a^iare of the ner essity' arzd urgenc3z. -for measurements . of the . con,centra-
dons of a significant number of stratospheric minor cbnsti.tuents: _ Of
`.	 _: ,
parficu],az concern has been the -need for a sound observa.tiona3. basis for
evaluating the stratospheric ozone mode^:s that boos recently been usedf`or
.j i
predictions of ozone depletion by anthLopogenic trace gases such as N0`and .
NO2 from supersonic aircraft and CFCI S and C^^C1^ from aerosol. cans and. ^'.
j..
.refrigerators.	 Considerable effort has been takes to delineate^thase spe-
ties and dynamical variables whose measurement will contribute. most ^o.these.
mgdel vali_dati.ans.
	 In contxast, the passible need fax a significant degree
of coordination between different abserver.s in .their clnaice of times and.
locations for these measu;aements^has received cotuparatively ^.ittle attention.
;:	 .
^'ar species with cb,emica2 time constants which .appear to . h.e sma3.ler - -
than typical advection times, there are a number of persuasi'tre arguments
	
-
for considering simultaneous measurements as discussed at a irecent.workshop
on the stratosphere (NASA, 1975) , 	 A few of such types_ Qf observatYOns in.
:^
fact already exist (Ackerman et `al;	 Z,owe^estein and Savage; 1J75, Evans`.]:975,-
et al, 1975}.	 Examples of groups of species far which simultaneous measure-
-	
-:....
meats are highxy desirable area
	 odd nitrogen. (N0, NO2,. HNQ 3 ), odd, oxygen
(0, 0^)-, chlorine (C1., C'l0, HC^), and odd hydrogen- (OH, HO B , H^O^}.	 Since ;,	 ;
many of these sho.r^--lived species are predicted to ^exhibit.sgni.facant
variations with time of: day (Whitten and '£urca, I:9T4) and wi th latitude:.
and season: (Frinn et al, 1975) , the hour -and location of suclx abserv^atians
-
-
_,	 .,
is cJ:early an important ingredient i.n their interpretation.
	 Fortunately e	 ...
..	
..^	 y
__-	
..
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-	
^ f ,mot-
,:^	 ^
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^ _	 ..
.
s
.,
j.
.,	 _	 '
most..observe.zs aPPear fully awaxe of such considerations so Re need not,
:E
:..y pursue; these" xec^u^.cements.. arty. further here: . -
^^
,^
'However,_ some^rhat less emphasis has been given to the. coordination
•
^^^ of 'measurements •
 involvi^ig Jspeces. whose concentrations depen3 on,bo:th them- `
-	 -,	 . -
^
_:.
:cal Vi and advectv'e processes.
	 ^Ttilizing observat^,ons anci r3.u^zer^;^^al itiodel
	 -
_
.	 ' results we can readily sk^ow'' that the temporal and spatia]. vaziability of
,
,^.
.'
.
i
^	
.:	
.
such mi^-ar specxas.` is significant.
	 Xri addition,.- we kno^ca there exist Z^npo^-- E^
'^
__:;
.,
..
tarit variations xn stra^.ospherc temperature (which.^aill influence the
v	 - chemical terms) and stratospheric motions (whicli`wa.11 govern the advective '^`'
,.	 ^.
;.. farms) .
	
`Such inhomogeneities should ab'ti'iously be fully appreciated::.in
j
_.
^^.
planning a ^servational programs .	 •
'`
^. 2.	 Dynamical variability	 ^..
Lit. us begin iiy laokzng at a few exag ples` o^ the ©sci^ la^i ins ; r_ dy,
nam^.cal variables irz -the stratosphere.
	 In doing. -
 sa we will° tend to choose
cases t^^iiich ^will^-i^:lustrate the greatest variability.---
 Th:^s should .not
:'^ .. be-antexpretecl_as an. at-^empt-to_.over-vtata aur.^ase but-rather as pea-; ^.
viding a review of the significant changes which can..occasional^:y.o^^ur.
-^
;,
in the stratosphere..
	 _	
-	 °:
-	 .	 .	
_.
^^:e...
Rapid alterations in stratospheric temperature are ref 'course well
-
> knotar3. to . meteora^.ogists.
	 'Zh. e most 3.mpressiye are t?':e. Sudd.en .. S.tra^osp:herc.
^:
'^
'	 Warmings and in Fig. ,^. we show the temperature changes:. observed ayes Scot- a'-^;i
,;, _,	
- 4
^:: Iancl.. (^7°N).. during the 1967^b8 warming .(Quixoz,. 1.9 .71) ^: ,Of: particu];ar izi- :;•^ -,._
_,
terast to-our discussion here is the fact,^hat , _the temperature increased:..
F
^-
_	
^... _._. _ _ ^ _n _ ....-... - - - -- _ - -
	 ^	 ^-• --. - -. _	
_	
_. _- ..	 ^ _
	 -	 - -- - ^ "
	
v	 _
by :BL O C :over a ten=day. period at the 43 k^Ylevel.: : `ph:is .particu^.a:x Vsarmz.n.g.
_	 ..
was indeed afro;xg enough to :cause. the usual fainter cxcumgolar vortex
^'	 ^ (westerXxes) to be replaced ^emporaxily t^iith. anta:cyclonic. easter^.ies.. :Such 	 -.
.^
^
impressive evezats appear to occur. about once- every one or;twa yeazs,
,•
.
,.
A	 ^.^ -
.	
_	 -
.,
-	
ir-	
-.	 _
-
-
K^^.
^4_
^..
j lzzarmings.' . on a .smaller sea3.e :oc^uz: with greater, frequency and xn a geri-
^:
i^t
# era:iiy unpred.l.etat^le manner.	 The magnitude and. frequency of these- ^ . .``;,
•	 ,.
::.,in^or :sra.rmirigs .is particularly :well illustrated . in Fig:. 2 in which _ '
temperatures a.4 the 30 snb level. at high and .mid-latitudes' are given for
^.
_,
'two wa.nt^... seasons (Madden, 1975)`.	 Tne observed temperatuxe oscz3.l.ations
--
typzca:7.ly exhibit` 1-3 week pexiads. .The 3:967- 6$ . i^a;j or warming is also
dearly il.lustxated. 	 I;^ recent. unpublished runs of our 3^dimenaional f
,^
i
stratospheric . cireu3_ation model at M.l,T. Csee Cunnald et aI, 3.975), we
'.	
-	 ..
k	 ...
have aZsa obtained many mirEOr wintex warning ev°xits and these are shocm
....
^ a.s functions .of longitude and .time at 4^5 km in ^'3_g. 3.	 In addition to
` the general: 'warming at .45 km the readex sY^ould note what appears to be
i
^.^
.
-	
-.
a Aossby-wave with zonal wave numbex l tzavell^:ng 4restcaard at •^- + 3 m sec 1
-
?
fi.
..
This produces tcmpezat^.xe ascillations . N 50°K ^:n addition to the general.
:,
;^	 .
,
_.
warming.,	 At 30 Iaa speci.f .^.c wave nanibers are less obvious but si.gnif.icant
^.
^ temperature oscillations are present thexe. also. 	 ^:s a zurther example, ^;
.^-
_^	 . •	 northern hemisphere temperature..changes . observed. over a 7-day period in.
Marchs 1^E4 are shown 3n Trig._. 4- {Necaell .et a2, 1974) . 	 AT:terations in .
f veraical.velocities deduced::usiri 	 ^g a^ie thermo.dynamzc eq^atzon are al; o . ^§
...
de^ictedin the: latter illustration.
-.
i	 ' -- 
.
-The : s tandard :.deviatic^ns'._^oz the .stratospheric meridional :wind ^ dying
..
`^	 _. the winter ` imp3.y`:typica3_ variations ranging up 'to 25 in sec-l .	 Standard `_ `,
deviations dur^.ng_the. simmer :are,:usually a3iou^ a fa.^^o^..of: 3 ar.-^ less	 ..	 -'` ^,
(Newe3.3_ et al, 1966) .	 The daily variation -of the zonal wind during kiarcii,
1964 :^:s s.howri in` F^:g. 5	 (Dappl:clt, 1971) :	 At '3Q : k^ a3,tz^ti.dc'. 	 ;t5 is sec '.l
_
esterly winds reverse to I.5 m sec l easterlies xn a period of - about ^T+T	
- 4
-^
_... ,	 .	 _ ^
weeksn	 For es^^:mat^:ng daily variations in advective terms care are of course
r	 - concerned with dai3.y corx •e^:ativns between -the w^.nd field components and 	 •.
,:
,;	 . ,.f	 ..	
^	
-3
4....	 ...
',.'.._
—5-
_.
i	 '
{.
the various transported c^uantaties.
	 The vara.abi.lity. of the northward !'
,
<^, eddy flux of heat, at 60°N can be equated with -the substa^n:tial oscillations
iz^ the. convergence.. of this heat .
 flux northward of 60°N which are shown in i
-	 Fig. 2.
	 As a further exa3nple, the daily ^ax^:ation of the vertical eddy
-	
.
_	 !
flux of geopoteritial is .given in Fig. 6 for February, 1.964 (Dopplicic,
1.471).	 The substantial variations in this enexgy flux with both latitude
,^
^: anal time should be particularly noted.	 S,^e wzll give further examples of
^ _ ^ --
^. __^ the daily varzabzlity^ of suc h correlations shortly. - 	_,,
-	
- ;	 ^
:.,
Transport processes acrost^ thetrvpa.^a.use ate also of particular
>.
^
^
1
..concern-far quantitative studies of upper atmospheric trace. constituents.
^:..
,^.
_	
Reiter (1915} estimates:.-.that during on.e year about4DI of the-total strato^
^
^;
,:
. spheric az mass is exchanged with eh.e tropvsp7aere through the tropical.
Hadley cell, 2Q1 through 3_arge=scale eddy transports in the jet stream-
re^on^; and lO/ through seasonal ci^anges ^.ri tropopause :heights.. ,The .up:-
'caard, flux in the tropical branch of .the Hadley cell mair^.ly occurs through.
..	 ,.	 -loca.l3.zed and. transz.ent cumulus. corivecti:on (Reh1 anclMalkus, 1958) , whi^:e
' ^	 exchange of air in the jet stream region can be re22ted: to tropospheric
,_
cycl.anic . activity (11ah1znan, 1:9b5) . ` 'Thus these two processes are ;expected
`- to have s^.gnif^.cant temporal. - and 'spatial. variations . 	 Iri ' ^'ig. 7 we i1.1hs-^ .''x
Irate the surprisingly large variability in. the January, 1973:trnpa^ause . ^	 .
,.,
	
.
-
_...	
position (Reiter, 1975} .	 The 3u1y, 1.973:. variability is `somer^hat smaller
-
but neverthel.ess , st^.3^X sig^nif^.can-^.	 Thas . has i:mpl^.catioits both for .
'_
^
i.
-
^roposphe^ic-s^ataspheric exchange and for variat^.ons in the dynamical ^.
^.
I- ",..
stability (eg. Richardson ^riumber) in the 100 - 500 fib region.
_
k
Tree differences. between January and .:duly dust noted remind us see should
E __
i
! -	
,.	 ,.
j
...i
z^
r
-
_
E
..
-	
,.	 ,...	 -
y
^.
R
"	 ORl.G^N.^.L i .^ ^.^ ^ 5 ^^^ o'
also discuss scales of variability durii^:g different seaGo.ns.
	 Bat^fi. theory
-
and. observation (see Ho^.ton, 1.975 fox a review) suggest. that vertically-
i	 ;
i':
_
,^
propagating extra-tropical planetary waves p^rova.de the major energy souxce ;	 '
`	 far driv^.ng the power-stratosphere.
	 This upward flux is modulated in part.
-	
-.	
_	 ..by downward reflection of quasi:-stationary Ross^iy zaaves by easterly ioiizds ^	 .!	 ,
f+
',	 ,	 g	 y	
y	
'
^	 an summer and stxon
	
westerZ
	 winds a.n winter (Charne 	 and Drazxn	 l9bl). l
^:	 :This modulation is evi.dent.in
 Fig:-$ wher.e we have shown.the daily verb-
F^
}	 s
_,	 _	 , ..
- g
	cal eddy flux of geapatential through the 100 and 10 mb Levels during 19.54-
.0 (Dopplick, 1.971;) .	 Similar annual cycles. in, the variance of ^.emperat^re
-
,
^
_	
_	 _	 -.
and meridional wind acre eviderf.t at most stratospheric levels .in unpublished
^
,,..
data here at M S.T.. 	 We therefore expect the most rapid aril Largest<vara:a- j
k	 bons izi^` tiy^iamical variables during. ,tree. late wntex months and ^r^.deed most
^
.:
,;'	 of :the examples We have ,just provided afe derived froze. this period.	 Of
_	 ,-.
particv:lar	 ^npor^ance far vur dscu:ssion..here, ;: is : tlie . ta.me-scale aver:
_.
Y
which.we may ,expect ria signi.fican^t dynazri:ca1 changes`-and this ^s clearly ::
`	 .: _... very different in .:summer and printer sea:sons'. 	 _
3.	 Minor constituent variability _
:.	 ..	 .	
,.
Having thus noted . the..dynamical variabilty af . st-ratospheric air, we"
-.
_	
-	 ^
3
f
can: . move' on to dscuss:simil.ar effects: far,. stratospheric zninor,cons:titu . 1
ez^:ts whose iacal cancentrat^.ons are affected b.y the scales and velocities;
l
of . mix^:z
	
xocessES as r^e7:1 :as che^istr 	 Althau h the zna'prity of the. ::.:g p	
_.: Y	 g	 d
k
iz^portant Longer.-lived stratospheric species have .not- been: measured at ff
a w^.de range o^ local3:ties and 'ov.er extended perZOds. of time, ,:enough. data.. _
k
'R
..does exist- (eg. far 0^, ^IZD, iii303,. H2Sa^, CCI3F,' and.'SF 5).:'to illustrate
,;
the types of znhomageiieities we should expect i.r strx:rasphez^.c air. 	 As:
we" im lied earlier	 oux'	 ri-nci al thesis 'w^.11 bE that uncoordinatedp	 ^	 P	 P ^
,^
.:.	
,:	 ,	 .
'. .:
^§
_	 _
..
-
1	
..	
,,
^,	
'.
^,
observations of different species at dferent:localities and/or times - are
_...	 a.n general incompatible.
	
As a result erroneous ast^.mates of vertical
px^ofil^s may result from . simple superposition of such uncoordinated rEieasure-
^.
meets . ^
Det as look at some typical early . spring. ozone - variations.-	 In Fig. 9c
we. i13^ustrate the temporal.- and. 3atitudinal variations ^.r^ total ozone ab-
served during l^iaxch,-1964 (Newell. et a1; .1973).. 	 -Zt is dear that tataZ f
azan^ increases of ug to 50% may occur at ^n^d-la:titudes over a tame span
as short as ten days . .	 The quasi-horizontal eddy activity sho« in Fig... 9. j
is also increasing very signa,ficantly di^.ring. this paxt^.cular period;. 	 Oh- ^
servatioiis . at the same latitude but 1fl days apart would ,-therefore provide
s^.gnificantly different - results.	 Similar. rapid temporal vaxi.atians occur
-^.n ozone cancentratiazis a.t various altitudes as illustrated aver Switzer--: 	 _ ; . .
` lard in -Fig. 1(l (D=^tsch, 19.74} .	 ln. the: ratter- case T.*e see that_ fatter of
. ,	 8.:changes over -a period of "^ days are .iiot unusual. ..Signific:ant variatians . . .
in total ozone {,^`, 25%) else occur with longitude (Reiter'. and I^ov^	 1974)
as illustrated in Fig. ll.` foz . 2Q°N latitude. 	 Most readers wi11 be famzliar
with :the significant variations in monthly mean total ozone a.s a functio^i
of position a.nd season (putsch, 1971) .and such var^.ations have been simu=
dated in the Ti':. Y, T . model 	 (Alyea et as ^ ..1975) . .
;.
i3nforturiately, measurements of water vapor in the stratosphere are
fee* and_ generally restricted to Europe and North America. 	 Spatial and
,.
teinpaxal variabilities are . certaa.nly expected because of temperature changes
anal the localized and transient injections of^water vapor into the Xower
;. ..
3
stratosphere_ assoc3.ated with the tropical ugwelling (iQ.^ cumulus towers):-	
_	 .
-.and with m^.d-latitude thunderstarms. : We can illustrate our case using:
zecent observation.s.of the latitudinal dependence of the H^0 mixing,ratao
:^
^
;.	 ,.
i
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>^
^^	 _.
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.... _...
ratio. in the region of the ITCZ.
Qbsenrations of hydrogen n^.trat4 and sulfuric acid have exhibited
significant altitude and latitude variations. A summary of global observ^-
bons during Northern Hemisghere Spring by I^azrus and Garidrud (1974) is
•	 given _in Fig. 13 acid the HN^^ observations can be cv^epared Leith our 2-]] - _ - -_
model. results (Prinn et. al, 1975) which show. quartitative agreF:ment with
these data. The HNO^ map is canstructad by sugerimposin:g ^aarious obser-
vations during the Spring. of 1971 and. afiremerit with -a 2.-D modal in tihich
short-term variations are essentially averaged out is perhaps not surpris-
ing. The process of superposition is of course contradictory to the gen-
eral theme of th^.s paper but our gurposa in greserti;ig such re:.ults is
to qualitatively illustrate the spatialvariabi^lity of HNO S . Significant
spatial variations suggest that significant temporal vara.at^.ans will.
result during sporadic rapid large--scale ^.nterchange of air parcels of
the type discussed earlier. Tle fact that lower stratospheric mixing ap-
_	 i
.
	
	
pears tv be dominated by large--scale rather than very small. sca7.e motions
{Cunnold et a1, 1.975; Heck and Fanafsy, 1975) reinforces this notion.
As a final. example we show in Fig. 'l4• the observed latitudinal. varia^
^	 Lions in ^C13F during April: . and Qctaber, 147 {Krey and Lagomarsino, 1975)=
Variations are most significant in the vertical and temporal_ variations over
at least a fr month period cannot be neglected. Similar results were. obtained
by these workers for SF^.
t
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4. An 7_nternatiar►al Stratospheric Period
..	 ....	 _
.	 ...	 .
It i^ hoped that sae have pzovided a suf^xcient case fax concerxi over ":..
•	 the inhomagen^ty of the stratosphere,. kTe particularly emphasize that '
s^perpositio^i of profi^.es of different species measured at different posi-
tiaxxs and times is in gerkeral hazardous. In addition, we must be prepared
to accurately scale localized vertical profile observa^ion.s to the annual
global average for comparison Yrrith 1--D models in which most of the ozone
predictions have been Wade. rTul ti-dimensional models, particularly 3 D
models where dynamics are predicted, wi11 play an impoxtaxit ro^.e here but
we are still faced raith the problem of day to day predictability of the
stratosphere. Ide must therefore obtain some idea of temporal variations
on a.•monthly or seasonal scale. These observations need not be continuous
a.a space and time providing imaginativ^.us.e of 3-D numerical models and
existing stratospheric observations is made.
	 .
With these points in mind we would like to reco^unend the designa--
Lion of one ox .more f'Internatianal Stratospheric Periods' = (ISP) for the.
purpose of coordinating existing measurement projects. Izt each ISP w'e
suggest the :Following scenario for the timing. - and location of observations
and their interprete.tion:
^,} Bach ISP should be defined with enough lead time being provided
	
to observers to prepax'e for pazti.cipatioa.. The e^cisting funding agencies
	 .
in North America, and if possible in Eutope and Australasia., should en-"
• courage their various observing groups i:o cooperate fully during these
periods.
2) The duration of each TSP will vary with the time of year chosen.
Based on our earlier discussion we suggest intervals of about 1-3 days y
i.
f
_°
^_	 --10--
^,
^^^	 k`
^.
^f	 during late Fall, Winter, and early Spring; about ]. ^SSeekk during _early
^`	 Fall and. late Spring; and about Z weeks during Summer. Tf ane TSP is	 ^	 -^
^	 k
.`
planned each year then a diff Brent season could doe chosen each 'time.
3) Balloon and xoCket flights during TSB shvu^.d be as far as pos-
sable chosen sv as to ensure measurements of ver:a.cal profiles of as
u^any Constituents and dyna^.ical variables as passible above each. station.
Tn the event that this .a.s not possible, superposition p. of the results from
' different stations at the same latitude and local time of day is generally
preferable to superposition of results from stations of the same lr.igatude.
the aim would be to obtain self-consistent sets of vertical profiles for
at least one high-latitude, ane mid•-latatude anal one low-latitude station.
Southern hemisphere coverage would initially be sparse but would hopefully
imgrave in Later years.
4) Aircraft flights and satellite abservata.ons during TSP should
cover the regions above and between the stations in 3). `phis will pra-
vide knvtr^.edge of horizontal variations and help to relate the localized
measurements at each station to the global picture at the time of T&P.
Sore coverage of the Southern-hemisphere would also be useful for assess-
ing the global pasture.
• 5) As soon as possible-after the TSP all the results should be cam-
piled into a Compact data report made readily avai3.able to the atmospherac
• sca.entific community. This report would be xecagrf.ized as preliminary; it
would not preclude subsequent publication of both the data and methods in
the open literaturd, Recognizing the forcing role of the troposphere, this
volume should also include pertinent global trbpaspheric and lower straw--
,.	 ,
•
	
	
sphe^rac meteorological - data obtained during the TSP under existing daily
atmospheric observation programs.
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5.	 Conclud^.n^ remarks	 .
}
i
^FTe feel that a scenar^.o of the type proposed here will considerablyk .
:'^	 increase the usefulness o^ future stratospheric measurements for aeronomex's
',F
-•	 and. meteorologists al3.ke,	 Tp conclude, we should emphasize . that_ except
-- l
.	 -	 for funding of a small staff for cogrdination and data irepart compilation
^.
purposes, there is no requirement for additsonal funding over and above
that provided by existing agencies. 	 There should be no hint of a central.
'	 eQntrolling agency; each observer would have to obtain his ocan funds based
on tlte'merits of his particular experiment.	 j^e also recoa iae that the
vagaries of instrument development and the weather may prevent participation•
r	 by some observers during a particular ISt.	 However, even partia? success
^;	 -
^^	 in such ^ venture must be deemed superior tv all.awzng a haphazard and
'	 totally uncoardi.nated program far nseasurement oz stratospheric mznor can--
-	 l:	 StltLientS' t0 ex1.St.
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1964 (after Dopplick, 1971.).
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1. Stratospheric L-emperatures T {°C) abse^°ved over Vest Geirin^.sh, Scot-
land (57°N) at various altitudes {lan) dur?_ng and after the December, 1.967
Sudden Stratospheric Tdarming (after Qui*:oz, 1971} .
2. Zonal mean temperatures T (°C) far 7D-80°N (HIGH ZATZTUDES) and
40-54°N (MZDDL^ DATITUDES) during the winters of 1967--1968 (upper) and
1971-1972 (lower). Also illustrated is the convergence of the meridional
eddy heat flux (°C/day) northward of 60°N (EDDY CONV). _.The utter flux
i.s defined as ^.he zonally-averaged c^rrelation^bet«een the geostraphic
perturbation meridional vela city v^ (m sec-1) and the perturbation tem-
perature T^ (°C), with only the first six zonal wave numbers being con-
sidered. A11 data refer to the 3Q mb level.
3. Stratospheric temperatures T (°C} obtained during d'anuary and February
	 ^:';.
,:
at 70°N from a run of the MTT Stratospheric Circulation I4lodel. Data are	 {;..
r*:,.	 .
^.:
4„
a, ;;
^_
^; Northern hemisphere stratospheric temperature T (°C) observed at the
	 -;"
•	 #
IO mb level on March l9 and 12 during the 1964 spring warming (solid lines).
	 _`
¢	 , . _
Also sho^+nn (dashed lines) are vertical velocities t,.l (1Q Y5
 mb secrl} computed
a	 i
from observations far the same period using the thermodynamic equation {after
	
f
3
1 '
Newell et al, 3.974).	 .
5. Daily longitudinally-averaged zonal winds u {uz see -1) at the 10 mb level ^	 :... ;
computed from Northern hemisphere obsex'vations assuming geostrophy far March,
given far the 2 mb 1eve1.
.	 ....	
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5. Daisy zonally-averaged correlations in the Northern ?iemisphere between
vertical perturbation velocity in the Northern Hemisphere cc1^ (10
-^ mb sec-^')
and perturbation geopatential height ^^ (cm} at the 10 mb level during
.	 February, 1954 (after Dapplick, 1971}. Th3s correlation has the units o^E
energy flux (deciwatt to 2 }
	 and constitutes the pressure work canrri--
	 ..
butian to the total vertical wave energy flux. A negative correlation
denotes an upward flux.
7. Cumulative percen`^ frequency distribuCivn of tropopause pressures
•	 over North America during January, 1953.(after Reiter, 1975).
8. Daily horizontally-averaged correlations in the Northern hemisphere'
between r,^^ (10r3 mb sec ^') and Z^ (cm} at the 10 and 100 tnb levels during
1964 (after Dopplick, 1977.) . The units axe , dec.3.watt m-^ {see Fig. S
for physical interpretation}.
9. Total columnar ozone {cm. mb} and • zonally averaged correlation
between ^^ (mb sec-1) and v^ (m sec-1) at the 100 mb level. during 1954
Northern hemisphere March, The latter correlation is positive for narth-
iaard and downward (ie. quasi-hora.zflntal} eddy tr2nsgort (after Newels., et
al, 1973).
10. Ozone partial gr^ssures (10_
5 
inb) and atmospheric temperatures (°C)
observed as functions of pressure (mb) aver ^'ayerne, Switzerland an Feb-
ruary 20 (solid lines) and 23 {dashed lines), 1970. Zines of constant
ozone mass mixing ratio (LOTS gm 03 per gm air) are also shown(aftex
Dutsch, 1974}.
^17_
ll. Tota3. columnar ozone [cm. mb) observed at 20°N during ,Tune ,
.	 1969 by the N3:I^IBi75 11I 2R1S exper^.ment (after Reiter and Zov^.11, 1974) .
	 .
12. Average water vapor miming ratios (1 ^--6 gm FI20 per gm -air) alpserved
in the 15-2Q ^ altitude region during the per^.od October, 3:973 through
January, 197+ (after Kuhn e^t a3:, 1975)
I
13. Aircxait ^ohservatians a^ various altitudes tlon} of the mass mixing
^.
patios (10.-^ gm per gm air) of HNO 3 gas (lorae^ graph) and sulfuric 	 ^;;.
_	 ^.
acid aerosol {upger graph) during the 1971 Northern hemisphere Spr^.ng
r.
and Southern hemisphere Fall (after Zazxus and Gandxud, 1914).	 ^':#=
^	 14. Volu^ue mix^.ng ratios (part per 10 12) of the chlaxofluorocarbon
	 !
.1
^.	 CCl ^' ohsexved ai: var^.ous altitudes (lai ►) during April (Left hand side) 	 i` .
3	 ^.
and Octobex' (right Nana side}, 1974 (after Krey and Zagomarsino, 1975}.
i
^'he tropopause posita.on ^.s indicated by a dashed line.
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Although ozone (0^) c onstltute5 Less than one-mill^.onth o^ the mass __
^`	 of the atmosphere, it plays era. important role in heating the stratosphere ^	
f j
and in controling the amount of ultra--violet (W) radiation that reaches
i
^''
!^
.	 ^
the ground.	 The global distribution of 0^, however, evolves from a com-
^'
v-
s4
r
t; ;
plea mixture of dynamical and chemical processes which lead to considerable ^5 ^
spatial and temporal variations. 	 Thus, in order to simulate the climato-
:.
^
t:
i.
logical charges in the stratosphere, a combined dynamical chemical three- ^'
^:
dimensional model, global in scale, is desirable. ^
We are presently using such a model, 1) to simulate the large-scale
climatological features and ozone dist,:lbation.s of the stratosphere, 2} to
estimate the possible effects of anthropogenic pollution sources on the
stratosphere and UV radiation levels at the surface, and 3) to study the
dynamical and transport mechanisms relating to the stratosphere. To date
some progress has been made relative to the first two of these points.
Work has 3ust begun an the third.
Model description
Tn order to accomplish these tasks, our strategy ^^as to develop a
fairly simple dynamical stratospheric circulation model ^SCi^t) coupled with
a relatively fern chemical reactions considered most important to strato-
spheric 0^. The basic dynamical. set of equations makes use of a form of
quasi-geostrophic approximation. The ^hernistry is Limited to the Chapman
oxygen reactions
02 + by ^ 20
0 +Q2+M-^03+M
03+hV-^02+0
^-2-
o,^^^^ti.A^ ^x.^E ^5 ^'^3
0+03 }202
coupled w^.th ^Iiree odd nitrogen re.actians
NO + 03 -^ NO 2 + 02
I^IO2 +0^NO-^-02
NO2 +hv}NO +O
For details. of the model see Cunnold, et al., (1975).
Although the model encorparates 26 vertical levels from-the surface
(including orogx'aphic efi^cts; to approVimataly 7??un height (well i71to the
mesosphere}, we are n.at concerned with reproducing the detailed observed
motions i:z P^.ther the troposphere o.r the nesosphere. the troposphere has
been included so^.ely to provide a more or Less realistic energy source to
drive the stratosphere, whale a number of model levels in the mesosphere
have been retained in order to remove the upper boundary as far as possible
from the stratospheric levels of interest. The 3--dimensional prediction
variables are limited to varticity, temperature, and ozone although, as in
many other quasi--geostrophic models, horizontal mean temperatures are not
predicted but are externally specified. Coupling between the phatochemis:try
and the dynamics is achieved not only' through the temperature-dependent
photochemical reaction rates but also through the heafiing terra in which the
absorption of solar radiation by the predicted ozone is integrated exp^.icitly
using a simplified radiative transfer law. In the raiddl^: and upper layers
..^
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of the model the xadia^ive cooling is approximated using Newtonian rate
coefficients computed by Dickinson (7.97}. Below about 20km (lower stra:to-
sphere and troposphere.) heating is specified in a quite different manner.
ln. earlier versions of the model this was accomplished through a simple
linear parameterization of the Manabe and Stickler (1964) type iri which
f
the heating rate is proportional to the difference bet<aeen a- ► "equilibrium"	 ,
temperature, T^, and the local model predicted tempera-ture.. o"patial and
temporal distributions of ^^ were determined Exam data obtained from the
M.I.T. GeXieral Circulation Dxojec:t. Currently, however, we are replacing
this linear heat^.ng mechanism with total heating data obtained from the
results of a one year integration of the 13-layer general circulation model
(GCM} of the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory {GFDL) in Princeton, N.J.
This pro<<edu^e has the advantage of pravidin^; the model with a fairly de-
tailew heating inpufi,. global awn: extent, and aver the entire annual cycle.
In contrasi<, the present heating parameterization. is used air. fairly smooth
data which is limited to the Northern Hemisphere.
Horizontal representation of the modal variables is accomp^.ished by
appl^_cation of truncated series of spherical harmonics. Ta date all of
the model computations have been 7.imitecT to series representa.tians which
have been truncated after planetary wave number 6 (with equal. resolution
in the ria^th--south d^.rection} . Higher ^esdlub^.oris axe undoubtedly desirable
but we appeal - to the tendency-for larger scales ixt the stratosphere. rn
addition, linear theory suggests that only. the very Zang planetary scale
waves df the tropaspl^ere penetrate fax enough into the stratosphere to act
as a major energy source for stratospheric motion,
..	 r^.^,	 ;._tom.:_ .: _... ...	 _,-_:.:_.^^ _ .-
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	 Because of a lack of good tropospheric heating data in the Snuthein
Hemisphere, it was convenient for the first few model integrations to
assume *hat the two hemispheres are geographically similar. Thus, the oro-
graphic heights were defined by imagining that the Southern Hemisphere is
,1
a mz^rror image of the Northern Hemisphere (Fig. 1). firopospheri.c heating
^.
values from the Northern Hemisphere ale also used in the Southern Hemisph^:re,
but wiL-h a six month time lag. Tn this way We have retained real^.stic inter--
.
actions between the hemispheres chile making use of the limited tropospheric 	 ^;
heating data available.
^.
Simulation of the unperturbed stratosphere
The initial model integrations were concerned with obtaining a fairly	 ^
realistic climate simulation of the obse=`ved stra*osghere. The model was
integrated for a period of 3 years, starting from an initial state of rest,
until the 03 and, dynamical quantities arrived at equilibrium solution
	 ^	 =
conditions. Figure 2 shows a winter--summer seasonally averaged temperatures 	 j
crass-section obtained from year three {season 1C^) of the results of one
^`-^
	
-	 of these model runs {Run:"].:2:.). The upper part of this figure contains the 	 .^
corresponding observational analysis of Newell (19fJ). Throughout L-he strato-
sphere the model temperatures appear adequate, with some exceptions near
^.	 a
the pales. Near the winter pole the model predicts temperatures that are
approximately 20 degrees too low at upper and middle stratospheric Levels.
^:
At the lowest stratospheric levels (ti10--2Qkm) both polar zegions of the
model exhibit temperatures somewhat higher than observations {by 3ppro^cimately
	 -
10-20 degrees). However,^the probability of an error in the observational
r
analysis exists at about 50km in the summer hemisphere (Necaell, personal.
^^
communication). Mere the observational cross--section shows a closed 273°R
-	
., , _-	
..	
_^ ;
.^...	 ^	 ti
' 	 7
i
^	 ^	 q
I
contour which is about 20 degrees cooler than ether independent observe-- 	 -
Lions and also as predicted by the model. Zn the Lower mesosphere, the
model fails to predict the observed reversal of the pole to pole tempera-
..;.;	 -	 ..
tore gradient. This probably results from the artificially imposed upper'
boundary cond^.tian in which the vertical pressure velocity is assumed to 	 ::^
';
be zero.
	 j.
Corresponding cross--sections for the seasonally averaged zonal wind
field (winter-summer) are contained in Fig. 3. The data is as expected
from the temperature profiles and the thexz^al wind relationship. The
climatological winter-summer-mean zonal winds obtained from the model
exhibit the essential, l.axge-scale characteristics of stratospheric motion.
A winter--hemisphere upper tropospheric (lower stratospheric) westerly jet,
with maximu^t Faired spends of ^0 mjs, is found at an altitude of lflTu2t in the
subtropics (although 2 4.sout l5° too far toward the equator). In the upper
part of the stratosphere, a westerly triad belt {polar night jet) exists
in winter, ^,rhile easterlies prevail during the summer. The failure fog:
the model upper stratospheric Faired belt contours to close with the height
above the ^601an level is again attributed to the artificial upper boundary
condition.
Another important climate parameter, and ene that xs certainly impor--
taut to the transport of stratospheric ozone, is represented by the meridional
mass circulation, Calculations of this quantity from atmospheric wind data
h	 b	 d b L u' (197 )	 E'	 4 h	 L'	 ^d'	 l
a 8
s
,,
•
i
eve een ma e y o ys	 y.	 figure sows outs mass mere Bona
circu].atian pattern for the winter--summer months, December through February.
We see that the troposphere contains six individual cixculation ceJ.ls domi-
Hated by the direct {Hadley} tropical cell_ of the winter hemisphere. Haw--
	 _
-.
ever, above the trogopause there is a rather abrupt change to a three cell.
^.
{possibly four cell) pattern. Hares again, the direct circulationYpatter..a^
Y.	 ,.	 '
1-	 ^..	 -^ ^
^^.,.^	 ^.
i-5^
_ associated frith the tropospheric winter hemisphere Hadley cell dominates,
but has now extended its influence throughout the subtropics and into the
midlatitudes of both hemispheres. The corresponding mass circulation pattern
a
3
for the months December through February from the model calculations are
i
contained in Figure 5. The results are essentiall y as computed by Louis, but	 4
•	 the direct tropical cell in the summer hemisphere extends upt+rards through
•
	
	
the entire stratosphere instead of being confined to the lotaer stratospheric
levels noted in the observations. Nevertheless, the model exhibits a large
stratospheric mass transport across the equator from the summer hemisphere
to the trinter hemisphere. This is in accord with the observational evidence
and thus provides a satisfactory basic meridional Elate field fox the initial
poleward transport of stratospheric 0 3 away from the equatorial production
regions.
Model ozone distributions
Coupled t^rith the dynamical aspects treated above, the model also pre--
diets three-dimensional 03 distributions. In addition to transport of (33
by the tsind fields, the model 0 3 quantities axe also effected Uy temperature
dependent chemical reactions. Feedback to the dynamics occurs through the
heating terms which depends upon the absorption o£ solar radiation by the
0^.
Ar► important contr^.bution to the quantity of 0^ tahich exists in the
stratosphere is realized through the presence of odd nitrogen compoun^.s.
i^0 reacts with ozone to destroy it by producing N0^ and 0^, but the Ir"0^ a.s
quickly converted to NO again. Thus, a catalytic reaction chain is realized
in which the net result is 0^ depletion while the amount of NO remains un-
altered. This odd nitrogen reaction chain has only recently been suggested.
t.
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as being important to stratospheric 0 3 distributions and its absence from
earliex model calculations undoubtedly accounts for their overprediction
(by about a factor of 2) of 03 .	 ^..
r
53nce our model does not .explicitly predict odd nitrogen, tae are forced
to provide spatial and temporal odd nitrogen distributions from independent
^i
souxces, For the model results to be discussed here, we have adopted NOZ
values as predicted by a two-dimensional model calculation of Hesstvedt
{1974), from which NO is obtained diagnostically. This NO Z distribution,
at ^.ts midsummer and midwinter extremes, is shown in Fig. 6. The values
lie tfithin the range of uncertainty {about a factor of 2} of the limited
number of measurements, and we therefore consider them adequate as a first
estimate. jde Hate from the figure that the Id0 2 mixing ratios appear to be
relatively independent of latitude, but vary considerably with height,at-
L•aining maximum values at about 35km.
Figure 7 includes mean zonal 03 cross sections for the winter-summer
(December through February) season from observations (Wu, 1973} and from
the model calculations. The model correctly predicts the downward and
paleward transport of ozone, with maximums at polar latitudes, However,
in the model, these maximum densities are located about t:,ro kilometers
too high. This undoubtedly results from an inadequate downward transport
of 03 into the troposphere by eddy motions which are restrained by the
model T s limited resoluti.an {L-runcated after planetary wave G}. As another
basis far comparison of observations with our model 0 3 results, we refer
to Fig. 8 in which total columnar 0 3 values, as a function of latitude
and season for the Northern Hemisphere, are shot^n. An observational compila-
tion by Dutsch (1871) is presented in the upper part while a similar picture,
-7--
. ^,.
_g^
_	 averaged over year 3 of the model results, is contained in the lower part
of this figure. The model has correctly s^.mulaked the observed polar spring
maximum as well as the relative minimum at the pole in the fall. The polar
spring maximum, however, is some 10% less than is observed, reaching just
over 4a0 Dobson units compared to morn than 440 in the observations.
Ozone reduction. by SST's
Since the amount of 0 3 in the stratosphere is somewhat controled by the
presence of odd nitrogen compounds, it stands to reason that aircraft, whose
engines produce odd nitrogen compounds, flying in the stratosphere may inject
quantities of odd nitrogen sufficient to be of importance to the 0^ balance.
This is of particular concern because of the relatively long time periods
required for the net removal of odd nitrogen at these altitudes. Such long
residence tinees are primarily due to the inherent vertical thermal stability
of the stratosphere. The principle removal mechanism for odd nitrogen in
the stratosphere appears to involve its conversion to nitric acid (H^iO3)^
with subsequEnt transport into the troposphere and rainout. Thus, it is
important that we obtain an estimate of the long-range effect on the 0 3 layer
that might be generated by a large fleet of supersonic transports (SST`s),
before such a fleet becomes a reality.
?'o do this, we have introduced an additional amount of ND Z into the
model to represent a hypothetical SST fleet (Alyea, et al, 1975). This per-
turbation in NO Z was computed using a two-dimensional model for chemical
stratospheric constituents developed by us at ^i.I.T. (Prinn, et al, 1975).
For this first perturbed NO 2 calculation, we assumed an odd nitrogen emission
rate of 1.8 x lOS metric tons par year, to be released in a corridor centered
l._	 ._	
-	 _	
_	
-	 -.	 _ _ _ _	
_
--9-
at 45°Nand an altitude of 20 km. The corridor extends 15° in latitude
and 1 Ian in height. This infection rate was chosen to most nearly repre-
sent the effect of a large fleet (r'-^5D0 aircraft) of the new cancelled
'^. E
	 American SST (hoeing 27D7} which might have existed near the year ZDDD.
The results of the two-dimensional calculation of the NO 2 perturbation,	 ^?
after equilibrium solutions had been obtained (some 25 years of integration	 i.
`^
time), are shown in Fig. 9 (Northern Hemisphere winter). ode sae that while
much of the introduced odd nitrogen is found in the Northern Hemisphere,
interhemispheric transport processes have distributed a significant quantity
-	 to the Southern Hemisphere, particularly in the 30 --4Dkm altitude range.	 - -
The effect of this increased amount of odd nitrogen introduced into
the stratosphere can be seen in the O S distribution simulated by the three-
dimensional model. Figure ID shows the seasonally averaged distributions	 `-
of total columnar 03 as a function of lat?tude,calculated for both the SST--
perturbed stratosphere and the unperturbed stratosphere. On a global scale
the perturbed stratospheric 0^ depletion amounts to about 12f. However,
the model also shows that about 16l of tIa.e Northern Hemisphere 0^ wi11 be
destroyed. Despite the absence of any direct add nitrogen, injection in the
Southern Hemispher^, the calculations indicate that approximately $% of the
total 0„ will be destroyed there. The mid-latitude injection of odd nitro-
	
a
pen in the Northern Hemisphere apparently produces a filtering effect an
the northward transport of 0^ through this region so that there is a larger
(by about a factor of 2) reduction of 0^ at high northern latitudes than
at low latitudes.
To estimate UV radiation reaching the ground, we submitted the total
OS distributions far the 3anuary and .duly months to I?r. S. V. Venkateswaran,
who used this data in a multiple scattering program (N. Sundararaman, et a^.^
.^.
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L975) to compute daily mean surface W flux values. 	 'fhe values for both `..;`
the unperturbed and perturbed stratosphere at four wavelengths under clear
^;
i`
-	 4
sky conditions were then used to prepare curves of approximate erythermal
^:
^+
`'
^'`	
,.
dosage {sunburn producing effect vn Caucasian skin). 	 if F(aj represents
i ,
,.
. the solar LiV flies per unit wavelength arr^.v^.ng at the ground, then the ery- ^^_,,^
,	 ,
thermal dose D.at a given Latitude and time of year can be represented by `1`
^-
^ ;,	 .
where E(^) denotes an erythermal efficiency function (e.g., Cutchis, 1974,
^',
,;,	 .:
`
^'
'` ^'ig. 8) .	 T#e results of the numer3ca^. integration of tha.s equation for ii
a^
^,
^.	 .
}' the duly and January months for which W fluxes YtTere obtained are shown in
F
_
a„w
dig. 11.	 The greatest differences bet^xeen the calculations for the per--
3
Curbed and unperturbed states occur during duly in the Northern Hemisphere. `y:
The erythermal dose at 30°I^ fax the perturbed state is about 30% greater
^;
^'
than that for the unperturbed state.	 At 60°N this difference increases to
about 58%.	 Thus, during July the calculations indicate that Northern Hemi-- ^..
sphere mid-latitude erythermal doses under the perturbed conditions are
roughly eciu^.valent to unperturbed levels soma 15° of latitude to the south.
At the same time, Southern Hemisphere duly mid-latitude erythermal radia-
tioa. levels are relatively unef£ected. During January s however, quid-^.:^titude
erytherrual doses in the Southern Hemisphe^^e are comparable to an equatorcaard
latitudinal shift of about 7°. In Melbourne, which is somewhat on the aqua--
torward side or" the central mid-latitudinal belt, the su^mer sunburn pvtert^al.
under these perturbed conditions would be roughly equivalent to that aF pre-
sent day New Caledonia ar along central sections of the Great Barrier Reef.
..	
s	
`
y y	
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a
Two additional model calculations have been made concerning the pos--
Bible effects on the 0 8 layer due to operation of an S5T fleet of aircraft.
On of these (Run 19) assumes that the SST corridor is centered at an altitude
—	 3
of 17kin (rather than 20km as in Run 18) at G^5°N, tahile the other calculation
assumes a tropical flight corridor at 20km altitude and l0°N. Summer and 	 '^
winter seasonally averaged distributions of fatal columnar 03 as functions
of latitude for these ttaa experiments (Runs l9 and 20), as well as for the
unperturbed {Run 17) and the 20km, 45°N SST corridor (Run 1$) cases are
compared in Fig. 12. The calculations show that for the conditions of Run 	 '?±
'd
13 (corridor at 17km, 45°N), approximately 6% a€ the total unperturbed 03
^:	
will be destroyed during an annual cycle. Most of this depletion occurs.
'^
	
	
in the Northern Hemisphere where 8% of the total 0 3 contained there wi11
be Last. Zn contxast, only about 3% depletion will cccur in the Southern
Hemisphere. This is particularly evident during the Northern Hemisphere 	 _
winter and summer seasons shown in Fig. 12 during which 11! {N. H. winter)
and 8% (N. H. summer} 03 depletions are indicated. At the same time, neg-
ligible 0 3 losses are noted in the Southern Hemisphere. Thus, we see, in
compaxisan with the results of Run l8, that lowering the altitude at which
a fleet of SST's would operate reduces its impact on 0$ depletion in the
Southern Hemisphere,but still must be considered as a factor in the Northern
Hemisphere.
The situation is somewhat different, however, tahen SSTs fly in the
tropics, as simulated in Run 20 {corridor at 20 km, IO°N). For this case
approximately l2% of the total global 0 3 will be destroyed throughout the
year {the same amount as obtained from Run l8), but this loss is fairly
ty
f
ti
^^
evenly distributed between the twa hemispheres. This feature can be seen
in Eig. 12, especially' for the Northern Hemisphere summer during tihi.ch
.
the difference between the unperturbed curve (Run 17) and tine Run 20 par-
Curbed cuz'^re is fairly uniform from pole to pole.
The add nitrogen injection rate assumed in our model calculations {^..8
^.
10 6 metric tons per year) was chaser to most nearly represent the effect of
!.
a
	
	 a rather large fleet (about 500 aircraft) of the proposed Boeing 2707 SST,
which might have existed near the year 2000. However, if, in fact, only
`'I
SST's of the. current Anglo-French Concorde and Russian Tupalev 1^4 proto-	 -
types, which are smaller and fl.y at lower, less ,harmful altitudes {r+.+17 km),
are built, tae estimate that it taould require a ^rorld wide fleer of a few thou-
sand aircraft to attain an effective injection rate as large as the one used
-	 _-.__.-_-a_..,^
in our model simulation. Clearly, the nature and proliferation of the global
SST fleet of the future must be carefully analysed if we intend to maintain
the environment as tti*e irn.o^a it today.	 -
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Figure titles
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Fig. 1. Model surface topography in dekameters drawn from the truncates.
spectral representation.
Fig. 2.	 The atmaspheric temperature distribution ^^``aaned for seasan 10,
Run 1^ compared against the observed atmospheric temperature dis-
tribution far summer and ,linter according to Newell (1969}.
Fig. 3.	 Vertical cross section of the zonal wind (m/s) for season 1D,
Run Z2 compared with the sununer-- granter observations analyzed by
Newell (1969}.
Fig. 4, Mean meridional circulation (mass flow in units of 1012 g/s)
redrawn from an analysis by Louis 0.974) for the months December-
February.
Fag. S. Mean meridional circulation patterns from the model results
(Run 17, season lZ} fox the months December--February.
Fig. 6. The unperturbed rainier-sunnier N0^ distribution (in parts per
billion by volume) according to Hesstvedt (1974).
Fi 7, Dzone number densit
	
11g.
	
	 y (10 /cm) Dross sections for the winter--summer
season predicted by the model for season I2, Run l7 compared with
observations analyzed by Fdu (1473},
Fig. $. Columnar 0 3
 distribution (in Dobson units} in the Northern Hemisphere
as a function of season and latitude: (a} as determined by Dutsch
(1971) from observations and (b) as predicted during year 3 (Run l7}
in our unperturbed model.
e Fig. 9. The winter-summer S5T induces' perturbation in NO 2
 (in parts per
billion by volume} from the two--dimensional model of Prinn, et al
	 ^
f^.	 ,::	 (1975} .	
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I'^.g. 10. Seasonally averaged distributions of columnar 0 3 (iri T7obsozx units}
,^
as a function of latitude predicted for the unperturbed (dashed
lines -Run 17) and perturbed (solid lines ^- Run 18} stratospheres,
1e
Fig. 11. Approximate daily mean eryth^ma^. doses predicted from the model 	 ^ ^`
03 results shown in Fig. 10 but limited to the mox ►.ths of JanuaLy
and ,duly.
Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 10 but adding the results of the SST hypothetically
perturbed conditions of Runs 19 and 20 (see text for details}.
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